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ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS IN POWERS OF TWO 
Peter J. Robinson and Jennifer Seberry 
ABSTRACT. Repeat designs are introduced and it 
is shown how they may be used to give very 
powerful constructions for orthogonal designs 
in powers of two. 
These results are used to show all full 
four variable and all three variable designs 
exist in 2t , t ~ 9. We believe these construct-
ions demonstrate the existence of all possible 
four variable designs with no zeros in every 
power of two but we have not been able to prove 
this. 
1. Introdu~tion. 
An orthogonal design of order n and type 
(up u 2 ' 
... , us) (ul 
, 0) on the commuting variables 
X" x2 ' .... X, b an n ' n matrix A with entries from 
{o, , x" '" , , x,J such that 
ARS COMBINATORIA, Vol. 4 (1977), pp. 43-57. 
In [lJ, where this was first defined and many examples 
and properties of such designs were investigated, it was shown 
that the numbers of variables, s, satisfies s ~ p(n), where 
p(n) (Radon's function) is defined as follows: 
if n=2~b. where b is odd and, a=4c+d, where O~d<4, then 
p(n) 
A powerful construction for Hadamard matrices in [9J showed 
that the existence of orthogonal designs in powers of two was of 
great import. W. Wolfe and D. Shapiro showed that the cases of 
the problem in powers of two are crucial to the understanding of 
the algebraic structure involved. 
All possible designs exist in order 2, ~ and 8. The 
existence problem for order 16 was solved in [5J and, in [4J 
many designs were constructed for order 32. A useful tool, 
produot d6signs, were introduced and studied for this purpose 
in [~] and [7]. Yet some orthogonal deSigns, for example 
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3) in 
order 16 could not be produced by the known results. This paper 
analyses and generalizes the ideas used earlier in order to 
construct these designs, and introduces repeat designs. 
2. Basic Constructicns. 
The motivation for the constructions of this paper is the 
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following observations: 
CONSTRUCTION 1. Suppose (Ml ; M2; N) are produot designs of 
type (ul ' u2 , ... ; vI' v 2 ' ••• ; w) and order n. Then, 
1Ji th oommuting variab~es. 
i8 an orthogona~ design of order 2n and type 
Also a construction of Geramita and Wallis [3J that 
CONSTRUCTION 2. (Geramita and Wallis [3J.) Let PI' P2, P3 
be skelJ1-symmetrio orthogonal. designs of types (Pil , Pi2 , •.. ) 
1 = 1, " 3 in order n and H a symmetric orthogona~ design 
of type (h" h" .,,) in order n. Further suppose 
T T and P HT 
T 
Pi Pj Pj Pi 
= HPk • Then k 
XIIn + P, x3 I n + P2 x5 I n + P3 H 
- Xln + P2 xIln - P, H - x5 I n - P3 
- x5 I n + P 3 - H xIIn - PI X3 I n + P2 
- H X5 I n - P3 -x3
I n +P 2 XIln + PI 
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is an orthogona~ design of order 4n and type 
(1. PIP P12' .•. ,1, P2P P22' .... 1, P 3l , P32' ...• hp h 2 .... ). 
To generalize this design we introduce the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 3. Let R. PI' P2 , "', H be orthogonal designs of 
order n and types 
i = " 2, .... (h" h2' ... ) respectively. 
(R; (P,; P 2; . . . ) ; H) are repeat 
(rl , r" 
if 
(i) 
. . . . (P n • P12' ... , P21' 






... ); h" 
(li) R + Pi' i 1, 2. are orthogonal designs, 
and types 
h2' ... ) 
(lii) R + Pi and H. 1 = 1, 2, ... are amicable orthogonal 
designs, 
(i v) i >'- J. 
Then we have 
CONSTRUCTION 4. Let (L; "1 + "2 + ... + " , ' N) be a produot 
designs of order • n and type8 (aI' . . . . a . p' bll , .... 
b , ' b 2l , ... , b 2q , ... , b s1 ' .... b . '1 ' .. , , at) where q, 2 sqs' 
"1 i, of type (bil , .... b iqi ) . Further let 
(R; (PI; P 2; ... , p ). U ' H) be repeat de8ign8 of order m and 
types (P lI ' "', 






Lx R + Ml x P
j1 
+ ... + ~ x Pjk + N x H 





(aIr, ... , apr, blPll ' ... , 
b sPsq , chI' ... , Chx ) , , 
(aIr, ... , a pr, blP ll , ... , 
b s Psq , clh, 
... , Cth) , 
a 
(arl , 
... , arw' blP ll ' ... , 
b s Psq , chI' ... , Chx ) , a 
(arl , 
... , arw' b l Pll , ... , 
bsPsq' c l h, ••. , Cth), , 
blP lv ' ... , b sP sl' · .. , 1 
b l P 1V ' · .. , b sP sl ' · .. , 1 
b l P lv ' · .. , b s p sl ' · .. , 1 
blp 1v ' · .. , b sPsl' · .. , 1 
1JJhere a, c, r, h are the sum of some or all of the a1 , c i ' 
r
i




+ ... + b
iqi 
This construction is at first sight quite formidable but, 
as we shall see, it does in fact lead to new orthogonal designs. 
We have previously mentioned product designs so we need 
to find some repeat designs to see if any new orthogonal designs 
can be obtained. First we see that they do lead to new designs: 
EXAMPLE 5. There ar, repeat designs of order 4 and types 
( 1; (1; 3) ; 1, 3) , ( 1; (2 ; 3) ; 1, 3) , ( 1; (1 ; 2) ; 1, 1, 2 ) 
and ( 1; (2 ; 1, 2) ; 1, 2) • They ar, (r; ~,; T4) ; TO), 
(r; (T 3; T4); TO), (r; (T , ' T 3) ; T5
) =d (r; (T,; T6 ) ; T7) 
where 
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TO • x Y Y Y Tl + 0 0 
y -x -y y 0 0 0 
y -y y -x 0 0 0 
y -x 0 0 + 0 
T2 0 0 + + T3 • 0 0 + + 
0 0 + 0 0 + 
0 0 + 0 0 
+ 0 0 0 0 
T4 • 0 + + + T5 u v w w 
0 + v -u -w w 
0 + w -w v -u 
+ 0 w w -u -v 
T6 • 0 a b b T7 • u 0 w w 
-a 0 -b b 0 -u -w w 
-b b 0 -a w -w 0 -u 
-b -b a 0 w w -u 0 
Repeat designs in order 4 and types ( 1; ( 1, 1; 1, U; 1) , 
( 1; (1, 1· , 1, 2) ; 2) , (1; ( 1, 1· , 2) ; 1, 2) , ( 1; (1; 1, 2) ; 
2, 2) and (1 ; (1, 2; 1, 2) ; 4) can be constructed using 
Lemma 12. 
EXAMPLE 6. There are product designs or types 
( 1, 1, 2, 3; 1, 3, 3; 1) , (2, 2; 1, 1, 1, 1; 4) and 
( 1, 1, 1· , 1, 1, 1· , 5 ) 1n order 8. Then using the repeat design 
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of types (1; (2; 3) I, 3) in order ~ with the matrix of weight 
2 used once only we have orthogonal designs of types 
(I, I, 2, 3, 2, 9, 9, I, 3), (2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 12) and 
(1, I, I, 2, 3, 3, 5, 15) in order 32. Since all of these 
have Weight 31, we use the Geramita-Verner theorem to obtain 
the following orthogonal designs in order 32: 
O. I, I, I, 2, 2, 3, 3, 9, 9), (I, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 12) 
and (I, 1, 1, I, 2, 3. 3, 5, 15). These last two designs are 
new. 
Remark. In the preceding example we have concentrated on 
constructing orthogonal designs with no zero. There 1s consider-
able scope to exploit these constructions to look for other 
orthogonal designs in order 32 and higher powers of 2. 
We can collect the results from Example 5 in the following 
statement 
STATEMENT 7. In order 4 there exist repeat designs of types 
(1; Cr; sl; hl for 0 s: r, s s: 3, 0 s: h :> 4. 
Noting that the repeat designs (R; (Pl; H) are just 
amicable orthogonal designs R + P and H we Bee that 
COROLLARY 8. There exist amicable orthogonal designs of types 
«1, r); (h» in order ~ for 0 s r .s: 3, O:s; h :s; 4. 
Remark. The non-existence of amicable orthogonal designs of 
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types «1, 7); (5)) in order 8, and «1. 15); (1» in order 
16 means there are no repeat designs of types (1; Cr; 7); 5) 
in order 8 and (1; (r; 15); 1) in order 16 (see Robinson [4J). 
The construction and replication lemmas given later allow 
us to say 
COMMENT 9. In order 8 there, in fact. exist repeat designs 
(1; (r); h) for all 0 s r :; 7 and 0 s h :; 8 e~(Jept r'" 7, 
h = 5 (which cannot exist). 
In order 16 there exist repeat designs (1; (r); h) for 
all r'" 1. 2, 3 •...• 15, h'" 1, 2, ... , 16 except possibly 
the following pairs (r. h): (13. 1), (13, 5). (13, 9). 
(15. 7), (15. 9), (15. 15) which are undecided and (15. 1) 
which does not exist. 
J. Construction and RepLication of Repeat Designs. 
We now show that many repeat designs can be constructed. 
LEMMA 10. Suppose (Ca); (b 1 , b 2)) and ((c); (d1 • d2)) are 
the types of amicabLe orthogonaL designs in orders n
1 
and 


















Proof. Let A, x1 B1 + x2B2 and C. y1D 1 + Y2D2 be the amicable 
orthogonal designs. Then 
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(8, ' D . l' (XA x D2 + yB 2 x 0 1 ; uB2 x C + WEI x D2); A x C) 
are the required repeat designs. 
EXAMPLE H. Let A = C • ~ ~, B1 .. Dl = ~ ~, and 
82 = D2 • ~ ~. Then the repeat design in order 4 and type 
( 1; 11, ,. , " 2) ; 4 ) " 
0 y x x 0 u w u 1 1 1 1 
Y 0 x x u 0 u w 1 1 
14; 
, 
x x 0 y w u 0 u 1 1 
x x y 0 u W u 0 1 1 
Before we proceed to our uses of repeat designs we first 
note some replication results, 
LEMMA 12. Suppose there are repeat designs of type 
Pi; Ql' .• " qj); hl' .. " hk ) in order n where 
+ hk = hand Pl + ... + Pi = p. FUrther Buppose 
A + Band C + D are amicable orthogonal designs of types 
(Ca, b); (c, dl) and order m. Then there are repeat designs of 
order rnn and type8 
(i) (ar; (CP l , cP2' "'J br; aql' aQ2' "', bh); ch), 
(ii) (ar; (aPI' aP2' .. " cq 1 , cQ2 , ... ); ah1 , ah 2, ...• 
chi' •.. }, 
(iii) (ar; (aPI' aP2' .. " bh l ; cql' cQ2' ••• J; chl' ah2 , 
ah
3
, . ,.). 
(iv) (ar; (bhl , bh 2 , ••• , rb + pd, cql' cQ2' .•• ); rd + bp). 
where d = b, 
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(v) (ar; ( cQl' cQ2' .... cp); ah1 , ah 2 , . .. , bp), 
(vi) (ar; (br. dP
1
, dP2' .... aql' aQ2' . ... bh) ; dh)' 
(vii) Car; Cep l , .... cQl' ... ) ; ch l , Ch 2 , . .. , dr)' 
(viii) (ar; Cep
l
, .... dQl' ... ) ; ah1 , ah 2 , . ... bPI' bP2' 
. . . ) . 
(iz) (ar; Cap}, ...• aql' ... ); ch, dh), 
(g;) (cr; (br; bh
l
, bh2 , ... ); ar). 
(:;;i) (cr; (br, bhl; ar, abrh). 
P~oof. Use the following constructions: 
(1) (A x R; (C )( P + xB x R; yA x Q + zB x H); C )( H), 
(11) (AX R; (A x Pi ex Q); xA x V + C x W), 
(iii) (Ax R; (A )( P + xB x Vi C x Q); C x V + yA x W), 
(iv) (A x R; (8 x H; xB x R + yC x Q - xD x Pl; D x R 
+ B x P), 
(v) (Ax R; (C x Q; C x Pl; xA x H + yB x Pl, 
(vi) (A x Rj (B x R + wD x P; xA x Q + yB x H); D x H). 
(vii) (A x R; (C x P; C x Q); ex H + yD x R), 
(viii) (A x R; (C x P + xD )( Q); A x H + yB x Pl, 
(Ix) (A x H; (A x Pi A x fi); C x H + yD x H); 
(x) (C x R; (B x R; B x H); A x R); 
(xi) Use Lemma on the result (x). 
COROLLARY 13. There are repeat designs of type 
( ( t-1 1; I, 2, ... , 2 ; 1, t-1) 2, ... , 2 ; 2 t) . d 'tn or er 
Proof. Use part (i) of the lemma repeatedly with repeat 
designs of type (1; (1, 2; 1, 2); 4) in order 4 and the 
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amicable orthogonal designs of type «1, 1); (2» in order 2. 
4. Construation of Orthogona~ Designs. 
The use of repeat designs with product designs is so 
powerful a source of orthogonal designs that it is quite 
impossible to indicate all the designs constructed. Hence we 
give only those that were used to give the final result of this 
paper. We use Robinson's Ph.D. thesis [4J as a source for 
product designs. 
COROLLARY 14. The fo~~owing types of orthogona~ designs e~ist 
in order 2 t: 
(1) (1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 4, .... 2 t - 2 , 2 t-2) ; 
(ii ) (1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 4, 8, t-3 3, 6, 12, 3.2t - 3); .... 2 , ... , 
(111 ) (1, " 2, 4, 8, 
t-3 t-3 t-2 3, 3, 6, 3. 2t - 4); ... , 2 , 2 , 2 , ...• 
(i v) (1, 1, 2, 4, 8, t-3 3, 6, 9, 18, 9.2 t - 5, 3. 2t - 4j; ... , 2 , ... , 
( v) (1, 2, 3, 2
t - 4 , 3.2 t - 4, 3.2 t - 3 • 3, 3, 6, 6, 12, 12, .... 
3.2 t -5, 3.2 t - 5); 
(vl) ( t-s-I! 2.1.2 ••..• 2. 
2t-s-2(bin(2S+1 _ 1)), 2s +1 • 2t - 2 , 2t - s - 3 _ 1. 2t - s - 3 _ 1); 
where x bin(2Y - 1) means x times the binary e~pansion of 
. y y-l 2 - I, i.e .• x. x, 2x. 4x, ... , 2 x. 
Proof. (i) Proved by Robinson [7J. (li) Use the product design 
(1 t-4 t-3 .1,2,3,6,12 ••.•• 3.2 ;1,3.2 ;1, 2. • ..• with 
the amicable orthogonal designs of types «I, 1); (1. 1». For 
the remainder we use product designs with repeat designs as 
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Proof· Call the product designs (1 b1 , j - x, ,j, • n x. . ... 
k-2 k-l k-2) 2 ;1.2 ;1.2, .•.• 2 the product designs A. We now 
use product designs with repeat designs as indicated: (i) use 
A with (1; (1, 2 •..•• 2t - l ; 2t _ 1); 2t); (11) use A with 
( '-1 ,,+1 1. 2 •...• 2, • ... , 
(iv) and (v) use A with (2 t - a; ((bin a); a); 2t) to get 
the orthogonal design (a, a. a bin(2 k- 1 - b - 1), b(bin a), 
2t _ a, 2k- l (2 t _ a), 2t, 2t+l, •.• , 2 t +k- 2). For (iii) we use 
. b1 1 d· f ((a, ,t+k-2 - aJ·, the am~ca e orthogona es~gns 0 type 
(2 t+k) ) t+k ( ) in order 2 with product designs 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1; 1 
in order 4. 
So we have 
COROLLARY 16. All orthogonal designs of type 
(a, b, c, 2t _ a - b - c) and of type (a, b, c), 
o ,;; a + b + c ,;; 2t exist for t = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 
Remark. We believe the results of this paper do, in fact, allow 
the construction of all full orthogonal designs (that is with no 
zero) with 4 variables in every power of 2 but we have not 
been able to prove this result. 
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